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are unrivalsd. It is said that the French display will be the 
best organized and regulated in the Exposition. Italy has 
not yet appointed a commission, but it is understood that 
she will shortly do so. Her exhibit will be principally mo
saics, cameos, corals, statuary, Venetian glass,Genoese silk, 
and other specimens of industrial art. Fine displays from 
Greece and Portugal are expected, and Switzerland has 
promised a complete exhibit of her watches, mathematical 
instruments, lace, and wood carvings. 

Russia is holding off, and as yet her government has made 
no overtures toward participation. It is rumored that this 
position will be maintained, and that the country will be 
represented solely by voluntary contributions sent by indi
viduals. 

England and all her colonies are manifesting a largely in
creased interest in the enterprise, and leading manufacturers 
are well advanced in extended preparation�. The Canadian 
government has appropriated $250,000 to pay expenses of 
the Dominion commission, and British India, Australia, New 
Zealand, and the Cape of Oood Hope have promised full di�
plays. All of the South American countries have applied for 
space, and the commissions of several are already organized. 
Brazil and Chili will take the lead in point of extent of ex
hibits, but from all contributions are expected, far larger 
than those sent by them to prm-ious 'Vorld's Fairs. Mexico, 
the Central American States, and Hawaii are likewise pre 
paring. In the East, from Egypt and Japan magnificent 
di�plays have been promised; Turkey, Persia, l:liam, and 
China are as yet unheard from. 

Altogether, the pro�pect� are that the Centennial will ou,
shine all previous expositions in the completeness of the ex
hillits which each country will furnish. This is well evi
denced by the ready rel:lponse which all have made to the in
vitations �ent them to participate, and the celerity with 
which they appointed commissions and set about the neces
sary preparations. The combined foreign exhibits will oc
cupy 340,432 !:!quare feet out of the 485,000 feet available. 
The United States has 123,160 square feet, and there is r.n 
area of 21,408 square feet reserved for contingencies. 

••••• 

AMERICAN PORCELAIN. 

'Ve commence on the front page of this issue an elaborate 
illustrated article detailing all the various processes of the 
manufacture of porcelain as practised in this country. 'fhere 
is no question but that this industry has become a very im
portant American manufacturing interest, and one which,be. 
fore many years, will enter into sharp rivalry with the work 
of European producers. It holds the unfortunate position 
now, however, of being practically unrecognized. That i8 
to say, the popular prejudice is so strong in favor of foreign 
goods that American wares have to be and are largely sold 
as French or English pl'oducts in order to induce people to 
buy them. This is alike destitute of sense or justice. The 
fact remains that porcelain from our own factories i, bought 
and liked, and therefore no valid reason exists why it should 
not be put on the market for what it is. We are gratified to 
notice that a meeting of the pottery trade, held in Philadel
phia a month or two ago, recognized this very plainly, and 
the convention voted, among other resolutions, to the effect 
" that we have sufficient talent in this country to originate 
new designs, more elegant and suitable to the wants of the 
American people, and that such procedure on our part will 
the sooner enable us to give our productll the !:!tamp of a na
tional product and a distinct character." 

We also wish to direct especial attention to the fact that 
We import kaolin from England, and that none, as we are in
formed, has as yet been discovered in this country suitable 
for the finer porcelain. There are beds, we believe,in Brandon, 
Vt., but the clay is put to base uses in adulterating paper, 
paint, and other products. We have no record of its being 
tested for porcelain. There is a tariff of $5 a tun on the im
ported material, from which our citizens reap no benefits, 
and which offers a further incentive to discover the kaolin. 
It seems to us that, unless some effort in this direction shortly 
appears, it would be good policy to encourage the illdustry 
1)y remitting the tariff altogether, and entering the kaolin 
free as a raw material. 

In our inspection of the machinery, at the establishment 
described, we were impressed with its simplicity and effi
ciency everywhere except in one particular. That was in 
the means used for making the small articles, such as nail 
heads, castors, and other hardware trimmings, of which the 
factory produces an enormous quantity. The reader will 
find the apparatu!:! illustrated in Fig. on page and it 
will be perceived to consist merely of a screw press, which 
for�esthe damp powder into a die, the latter being removed 
by hand and filled for each article. There is very clearly 
work for an inventor here; and it seems to us that a little 
ingenuity could speedily contrive an apparatus waich would 
fill the die,hold it in place,and run down the screw, automati
cally. Now it require!:! one workman to each machine. 'Vith 
suitable apparatus, one man ought to control half a dozen if 
not more, and produce the articles far more quickly as well 
·as of more uniform shape. 

'" e notice that the Potters' Association offer three prizes of 
'one hundred, fifty, and twenty-five dollars respectively, for 
the handsomest design of pottery ware to be exhibited at 
the Centennial. If we may judge from the efforts being 
made at the factory visited by us, our American potters are 
thoroughly imbued with a spirit of emulation, not of course 
to gain the small sums above mentioned, but to produce a 
-display at the Centennial well calculated to arouse the world 
to a sense of the progress we have �de in the ceramic art. 
We were shown some remarkably beautiful vessels,of unique 
shape, the exteriors of which were molded with national em-

J titutifit �mtritan. 
blems and bas reliefs of events in American hiHtory, which 
when complete will, we think, compare favorably with some 
of the finest vases and other evidences of skill produced by 
European factories. 

••••• 

A VARIABLE SCREW. 
A correspondent asks how to lay out an increased twist on 

a wooden cylinder. 'Ve do not know that this information 
is published in a form that is generally accessible to our 
readers; and as the construction is also applicable to the guide 
plates for screw propulsion, we here present it in simple 
form. 

The line forming the intersection of any two faces of a 
screw thread i� called a helix, and can be described, on a cy
linder having the same diameter as the thread, by the motion 
of a point which goes around the cylinder, Dnd, at the same 
time, advances in the direction parallel to the axis. If all 
the helices of the intersections of the faces of the !:!crew are 
determined, we have the boundaries of the thread, and it is 
the method of making the determination that our correspon
dent desires to have explained. The pitch of a helix is the 
di:stance that the generating point moVl''; along the cylinder 
in passing once around it. If this axial motion is the same 
for all parts of the revolution, the helix ha� a constant pitch; 
but if the motion varie� at different parts of the revolution, 
the helix i!:! said to have a variable pitch-increasing if the 
axial motion of the point is greater for each successh-e equal 
interval of the revolution, and decreasing if the axial mo
tion continually grows smaller. 'l'he simplest manner of 
drawing either of these helices is 1lY the aid of a graphical 
construction; and the methods employed in the three cases 
are represented in the accompanying sketches: 

1. Helix with constant pitch, Fig. 1: Provide a cylinder of 
the same diameter as the required helix. Draw a horizontal 
line, A B, equal to the circumferenc.e of the cylinder; and at 
the point, B, erect a perpendicular, B C, equal to the pitch; 
connect the points, A and C, by a straight line; cut out the 
figure so constructed, and ,nap it around the eylinder, with 
B C parallel to the axi!:!. 'l'hen A C will be the required he-

lix, which can be traced on the cylinder by using the edge, 
A C, of the paper as a guide. If the helix is to be constructed 
for nnly a portion of a revollltion, make A (' equal to that 
fraction of the t'ircumference, and B (' equal to that fraction 
of the pitch. l:limilarly, if the helix i� to make several re
volutions, A B mUMt he the length of the circumference of 
the cylinder multiplied llY that number of revolntiolll'l, and 
B C, the pitch multiplied by the same num her. 

2. Helix with increasing pitch, Fig. 2: Provide a cylinder, 
as before, and make A B equal to the circumference. Erec.t 
a perpendicular at il, and make B C equal to the initial pitch 
of the helix, and B D equal to the SUIll of the initial and 
final pitch divided by two. Divide C D into any numher of 
equal parts, and A B into the same num1ler. Draw straight 

lines to A, from the points of division of CD, and perpendi
culars to A B from the points of division of that line; mark 
the points in which these perpendiculars cut the correspond 
ing lines drawn from the points of division of C D, and draw 
a curve, A 1 2 3 D, through these l)oint8 and" aHd D, cut out 
the figure, and wrap it around the cylinder as befor!', when the 
required helix can be traced wi th A 1 2  3 D as a guide, J f the 
helix make more or less than one revolution, A B must be made 
equal to the length of the same part of the circumference of 
the cylinder, B C to the same 11art of the initial pitch, and 
B D to the same part of the half sum of th!' initial and final 
pitch. In the figure, only a fAw points of the guide curve 
are constructed, as it is merely given for the snke of illus
tration j but in any practical case, it i8 well to construct aM 

many points as convenient. Rome example>J are adMd to 
still further illuBtrate the construction 

Example l.-To construct the guide for one revolution of a 
helix, 4 inches in diametter, and with pitch increasing from 4 
to 12 inches: A B is 12'566 inches. Be is 4 inc.hf!�. and n D, 
(4+12)+2, or 8 inches. 

Example 2.-Guide for a helix making six rf�YOlutiollS, 
having a diameter of half an inch, starting with a pitch of 
3 and ending with a pitch of 15 inches. In this case, 
A B is 6 X 1'5708. or 9'425 inches, B C is 6 X 3, or 18 inches, 
and B C is 6 X (15 + 3)+2, or 54 inches. 

Example 3.-Guide for the Circumferential helix of one 
blade of a screw propeller, the diameter of the screw being 
18 feet, one eighth of the pitch being used, and the pitch ex
panding from 24 feet at the forward edge of tllA blade to 32 
feet at the after edge. A B i8 k of 56'5 49, or 7'069 feet. 
B C is } of 24, or 3 feet. B D is l of (24 + 32)+2, or 3t feet. 

3. Helix with decreasing pitch, Fig'. 3: T1le guide i;; con· 
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structed in a similar manner to that already described. A B 
is the circumference of the cylinder on which the helix is to 
be drawn; Be, perpendicular to A B, is the initial pitch, 8n(l 

B D is equal to half the sum of the initial and filial pad!. 
Dh ide C D  and ,\ n, each into the same number of equal 
parts, and mark the points of intersection of lines drawn 
from the divisions of CD, to A, with the perpendiculars erect
ed at the corresponding points of A B. A curve, D 1 2 3  A, 
drawn through these points and D and .-\, will lle the guide, 
by means of which the required helix cun be traced npon the 
given cylinder. 

••••• 

THE METALLURGY OF IRIDIUM. 
'Vhen it was decided to make tIle standard meter,of which 

a description appeared in our issue of i:5eptember 10, of an 
alloy of platinum and iridium, the preparation of the latter 
metal presented the greatest difficulty. Platinum resists the 
action of oxygen, and is only acted upon by aqua regia; for 
its fusion it requires the highest lwat attainable by the oxyhy
drogen blowpipe. The alloy of osmium and iridium, in 
which form the latter is only found in Nature, is unaffected 
either by aqua regia or the blowpipe. l:lmall grains of irid
osmine are found mixed with the sand in which I)latinum ore 
is found. Thii-l mixture of platinum, sand, and iridosmine 
was first treated with aqua regia,which, of course, dissolved 
the platinum, leaving the iridosmine in small grains and 
scales, mixed with sixty to seventy-live per cent of sand. Ey 
fusing this mixture with litharge, lIilica and a little char
coal, the same unites with the litharge and silica to form a 
gla�s; the iridosmine, being heavier, falls into the reduced 
lead below. It is isolated in metallic granules by dissolving 
the lead in nitric acid; next the iridium must he separutl'd 
from the osmium. 

Iridosmine can only he attacked and rendered soluble b;V 
treating it with alkalies comllined with powerful oxidizing 
agents. For this purpose, it must 1le reduced to a fine pow
der' which canllot, howeyer, be ac complished by pulveriza. 
tion in a mortar, for the iridosmine is vpry tough and hard. 
The object was accomplished by fusion with zinc,with which 
it forms an alloy. On distilling off the zinc, it is left in the 
state of a very fine powder. This powder is heated with ni
trate of baryta as a !lux, wherehy it is converted into oxide 
of iridium nud osmate of barium. The resulting maSE iH 
soluble in nitric acid; and whpn the solution is distilled thl: 
osmic acid;whic h is volatile at 212" Fah.,is obtained in large, 
white crystals. This operation requires spE'cial caution, aM 
the osmic acid is very poisonous, the most so of any known 
substance. It, therefore, has to lJe kept in tubes hermetically 
sealed. 

Thfl red liquid, which remainH after distilling off the 08mk 
acid, contains nitrate of baryta and oxide of iridium. TIl<' 
lattt'r il'! precipitated hy adding 1)aryta. The precipitated 
oxide of iridium is di�solved in aqua regia and precipitated 
by the addition of sal ammoniac,in the form of a double chlo
ride of iridium and ammonia, N HI CI + Ir (,12, 'YhPll ig 
nitI'd, tlIil'! yields the crude iridium sponge, which also con, 
tains some platinulll, rutheniulll, and a little rhodium. 'fMs 
is refined hy fusion with saltpeter, which oxidize!:! the ruth· 
eniulll and other metals. The resulting mass is treated with 
wator, which dissoh-eR the rtlthenate of potash with a yellow 
color. The residue is fused with lead, which separates tlw 
metals. On coolhlg, pure iridium crystallizes from the Ipad. 
The lead is dissolved by nitric acid ,and tl;e platin1l1ll hy aqua 
regia, which does not attack the iridi Bill. 

The invcntion of a llll'thod of working up iridosmine, al
though Homewhat difficult and dangerous. so as to obtain tIl!' 
iridium in a metallic state for the preparntion of very refrac
tory alloys, will prohably render valuable a hitherto Wl1stp 
product in the working of platinulll ores_ 

The dangerous character of its companion, osmiulll, of 
which it is said that twenty pounds would kill all the inhal). 
aitants of the world, will prevent ito.; finding a l1sein the arts. 

._. 
Neu' Ser .. ,,, P"oppller Experhnentfil. 

"\Vc ha\-e allu(lell to the experiments of the veteran screw 
propeller im-entor, :Mr. (jriffiths, who has shown that in 
some cases there is a 10SH of 60 11er �ent of engine power in 
the usc of screw�. He now proposes, as an improvement, 
the use of :<mall screws, one at the bow and the other at the 
stem. The British Admiralty have placed the Bruiser 
steamer at Mr. Griffith's dispo�ul for trial of the new plani<, 
and the results, which may �o{)n hI' expected, will be Rtudipt\ 
with interel'lt. 

------------�.� .• � ... -------------
AT the New Albany (Ind.) Plate GlalSs "Yorks, the other 

day, ecveral men were standing on all elevator, steadying a 
yery heavy load of plate glass, worth some $2,500, when the 
cog wheel which propelled the windluMs broke suddenly, just 
as the elevator reached the topmost floor, and the men and 
their charge were precipitated together a distance of thirty 
feet. The glar,s was broken in fragments, which almost 
huried the men. Three of the latter were :seriously wounded. 
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